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Covering Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3 and 4, SuSE Enterprise Linux 9, and Mandrake Linux, this book provides the necessary tools that will allow its readers to use Linux within a Microsoft-centric network environment. It is an invaluable reference regarding the creation of an integrated Linux corporate desktop!

Looking at the world of the desktop computer, you see a myriad of solutions ranging from Microsoft Windows 98 and other versions, to Macintosh computers of all types, to Linux, the new rising star. While we know that Microsoft Windows and Macintosh have been competitors, more and more eyes are investigating Linux as a solution to rising IT costs. Even so, many are unwilling, or unprepared, to take the plunge and use this opensource operating system. So more information is needed, a readily available resource that both addresses the issues inherent in using Linux in a non-Linux-centric desktop world and provides an information source for IT managers and those system administrators with a clear understanding of Linux basics.
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Food52 Mighty Salads: 60 New Ways to Turn Salad into Dinner--and Make-Ahead Lunches, Too (Food52 Works)Ten Speed Press, 2017

	A collection of 60 recipes for turning ordinary salads into one-dish worthy meals. 


	Does anybody need a recipe to make a salad? Of course not. But if you want your salad to hold strong in your lunch bag or carry the day as a one-bowl dinner, dressing on lettuce isn’t going to cut it.


	Make way for Mighty...
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Reaction-Diffusion Automata: Phenomenology, Localisations, Computation (Emergence, Complexity and Computation)Springer, 2012

	Reaction-diffusion and excitable media are amongst most intriguing substrates. Despite apparent simplicity of the physical processes involved the media exhibit a wide range of amazing patterns: from target and spiral waves to travelling localisations and stationary breathing patterns. These media are at the heart of most natural processes,...
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Embedded Java Security: Security for Mobile DevicesSpringer, 2006
This book is a comprehensive presentation of embedded Java security (namely, J2ME CLDC/MIDP), in the sense that the security model of embedded Java is thoroughly explained, then a detailed analysis of this model is undertaken. It is compared with the security model of Java Standard Edition in order to view the impact of limited resources (typically...
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Marketing for TourismFinancial Times Management, 2004

	The fourth edition of Marketing for Tourism provides an introduction to the general theory of marketing and its application in the various sectors of the travel and tourism industry. This leading text has been fully revised and updated to take account of recent changes within this dynamic and fast-moving sector. A number of in-depth case...
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Agile Web Application Development with Yii 1.1 and PHP5Packt Publishing, 2010

	This book is a step by step tutorial in developing a real-world application using the incremental and iterative approach to software development. You learn about agile software development by leaning on the agile nature of the Yii application development framework. You touch on each aspect of the software development lifecycle by building a...
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Crowdsourcing For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Give your business the edge with crowd-power!


	Crowdsourcing is an innovative way of outsourcing tasks, problems or requests to a group or community online. There are lots of ways business can use crowdsourcing to their advantage: be it crowdsourcing product ideas and development, design tasks, market research, testing, capturing or...
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